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CALCIUM CHLORIDE PELLETS
PREMIER SNOW AND ICE MELTER

Proven Performance.
Proven Customer Satisfaction.
No other ice-melt product works on snow and ice
better than PELADOW™ Calcium Chloride
Pellets. Customer satisfaction, comparative
performance tests and scientific research prove
that it’s the premier choice for ice melt. With its
fast melting action and cold-temperature performance, PELADOW calcium chloride is easily
distinguished from other ice melters because it:

Calcium Chloride: The Active
Ingredient Behind Superior
Ice-Melt Performance
While most ice melters are composed of one or
more of the following active ingredients (or a
blend of them), there are clear and scientifically
documented performance differences among
ice-melt materials. The five materials are:
• Calcium chloride (CaCl2).
• Sodium chloride (NaCl).

• Contains more than 90 percent calcium
chloride, the most effective material for
melting ice and snow.

• Potassium chloride (KCl).

• Melts ice 2 to 5 times faster than competing
ice-melt materials.
• Absorbs moisture and generates heat to
speed melting.
• Penetrates through ice 2 to 4 times faster
than competing materials.
• Performs in a wider range of winter
temperatures, even extreme cold.
• Provides peace of mind by making steps,
walks, driveways and parking lots safer.

• Magnesium chloride (contains
approximately 50 percent water).
• Urea (primarily used as a fertilizer).
Your ice melter’s formulation significantly
impacts your ability to clear snow and ice quickly
under all winter conditions. Below you’ll find a
quick comparison chart that shows the difference
between the melting power of PELADOW™
Calcium Chloride Pellets and the other four
chemicals used as ice melters.

Chemical Ice Melters Quick Comparison Chart
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Product

Relative Ice-Melting Speed

PELADOW™
Calcium Chloride
Pellets

Fastest-acting ice melters
at all temperatures

Rock Salt

Slower than calcium chloride

Rock Salt/Potassium
Chloride Mix

Slower than calcium chloride

Potassium Chloride

Least effective of
common ice melters

Magnesium Chloride Pellets

Faster than rock salt and blends,
but slower than calcium chloride

PELADOW ™ Calcium
Chloride Pellets are trusted
by professionals for:
• Commercial buildings.
• Residential buildings.
• Campuses.
• Hospitals.
• Municipal buildings.
• Businesses.
• Homes.

Lowest Practical
Effective Temperature

Melt Volume @ 20°F
for 20 minutes

Ice Penetration @ 20°F
for 20 minutes

-25°F (-32°C)

18.3 ml

11.4 mm

+20°F (-7°C)

7.8 ml

4.8 mm

+20°F/+25°F
(-7°C/-4°C)

8.8 ml

4.8 mm

+25°F (-4°C)

3.2 ml

2.6 mm

0°F (-18°C)

9.2 ml

6.7 mm
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More Performance for Less

?

?

Patented
formula

Synergistic action
Blah blah blah

PELADOW™ Calcium Chloride Pellets are
more than 90 percent calcium chloride, and melt
ice faster and across a wider temperature range
than competing products.

PELADOW™ Calcium Chloride
Pellets Outperform Other Materials
PELADOW calcium chloride outperforms
other ice formulations in all winter conditions.
For example, in the first 20 minutes at 20°F,
PELADOW pellets melt:

Speed of Melting at 20˚F
Test #11

• 2 times more ice than magnesium chloride
and rock salt.

Potassium Chloride

• 3 times more ice than urea.

Urea

• 5 times more ice than potassium chloride.

10 Minutes
20 Minutes

Rock Salt/Potassium Chloride Mix
Rock Salt
PELADOW Pellets

Huh?
Whatever
happened to
simplicity?
One ice melter for all
winter conditions—how’s
that for simple? You can
count on Dow to tell you
what’s in the package
and how it works, without
meaningless buzzwords
to confuse the issue.
With PELADOW pellets,
you get calcium chloride,
the best ice melter
available. We’ve been
making calcium chloride
products for 100 years,
so you can trust in Dow.
It’s just that simple.
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Test #2 2
Magnesium Chloride†
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Heat Release Properties
1 lb. Deicer Dissolved in 1 Gal. Water
Potassium Chloride
Urea
Rock Salt
Magnesium Chloride†
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The Science of Snow
and Ice Control
The high performance of PELADOW™ Calcium
Chloride Pellets is engineered into every pellet,
and comes from their:
• Ability to draw moisture from its
surroundings, including air.
• Heat-generating reaction.
• Round shape.

Melting Accelerated by
Faster Brine Creation

Calculated from Heats of Solution from Lange’s Handbook of Chemistry, Ninth
Edition and Perry’s Chemical Engineers’ Handbook, Fifth Edition.

PELADOW Pellets Work Better Across
a Wider Range of Temperatures
With PELADOW pellets, the reaction that
creates brine also generates heat, making them
more effective at colder temperatures than other
materials, which only draw heat from the outside.
This explains how PELADOW pellets put a chill
on the competition, outperforming other products
across a wide range of temperatures.

An ice melter’s speed of action depends on how
easily it dissolves to form a brine solution upon
contact with snow or ice. Brine lowers the freezing
point of water and melts ice and snow on contact.
PELADOW pellets have the ability to attract
moisture from the surrounding air, speeding up the
creation of brine and giving their melting action
a head start.

PELADOW pellets generate Other materials only draw
their own heat from the heat from the outside.
reaction that creates brine.

PELADOW pellet attracting moisture from the
surrounding air
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The charts below show comparative melt volume
and ice penetration data at 5°F, making it easy to
see how PELADOW™ Calcium Chloride Pellets
significantly outperform the competition at this
typical winter temperature.

Melting Capability at 5˚F
Test #11
Potassium Chloride
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Test #2 2
Magnesium Chloride†
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The round shape of PELADOW pellets enables
them to bore downward through ice 2 to 4 times
faster than flat or crystal-shaped ice melters, so
they break the bond with the pavement more
quickly, and allow easy removal of ice and snow.
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Melt Volume, mL

The chart below shows the effective temperature
range for various ice melters. While competing
products stop working at 0°F, PELADOW pellets
keep working even when the temperature plummets to -25°F, the lowest effective temperature of
any ice-melt product.

Comparing Melting Ranges

The round shape of PELADOW pellets helps them
penetrate ice and break the bond with the pavement
more quickly.
By contrast, flat or crystal-shaped products melt
across the ice, which means slower penetration
and slower melting.

Potassium Chloride
Practical
Urea
Rock Salt
Magnesium Chloride†
Calcium Chloride
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Flat or crystal-shaped ice melters melt across the ice,
so they penetrate and break the bond with the
pavement more slowly.

The Premier Product,
Backed by Premier Resources
PELADOW™ Calcium Chloride Pellets give you
the proven performance you can count on all
winter long.
Dealing with Dow, you can also count on the
premier benefits our customers have come to
expect for more than a century: reliable supply,
consistent quality, quick response and leading
technical service and support.
So contact a PELADOW calcium chloride
distributor today, and discover more about what
the premier snow and ice melter can do for you.
Solid scientific data generated under realistic
winter conditions proves that PELADOW™
Calcium Chloride Pellets penetrate ice and melt
it faster than competing products.
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CALCIUM CHLORIDE PELLETS
PREMIER SNOW AND ICE MELTER

Speed of Penetration at 20˚F
Test #11

Potassium Chloride
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Magnesium Chloride†
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Test #1: “Comparative Study of Chemical Deicers,” Transportation Research Record 1157, 1988

2

Test #2: “Melt Volume and Ice Penetration Study of MgCl2 and CaCl2 Deicers,” Midwest Research Institute, 1997

†

All solid magnesium chloride ice melters are hydrated salts consisting of at least 50 percent water by weight.
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DOW ANSWER CENTER

search our knowledge base
w w w. d o w c a l c i u m c h l o r i d e . c o m

The Dow Chemical Company is the world’s largest
and most trusted manufacturer of calcium chloride
products for use in a wide variety of applications.
Visit www.dowcalciumchloride.com for more
information and for access to the Dow Answer
Center. The Answer Center offers a comprehensive,
searchable online knowledge base with answers to
frequently asked questions and an “Ask an Expert”
feature for your more specialized inquiries.
To find an authorized distributor near you or for more
information about PELADOWTM Calcium Chloride
Pellets, please call our Customer Information
Group:
United States or Canada, (800) 447-4369
Other locations worldwide, U.S.A. (989) 832-1466
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NOTICE: No freedom from any patent owned by Dow or others is to be inferred. Because use conditions and applicable laws may differ from one location to another
and may change with time, Customer is responsible for determining whether products and the information in this document are appropriate for Customer’s use and for
ensuring that Customer’s workplace and disposal practices are in compliance with applicable laws and other governmental enactments. Dow assumes no obligation or
liability for the information in this document. NO WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN; ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED.

Printed in the U.S.A.

®™

Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow
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